CBOR Survey - Thoughts

- Results go on cbor.io
  - Wiki? Pull requests for table and page per implementation
- Not intended to be an RFC, but maybe an ID?
  - Write draft first, define terms for the different categories for implementation.
  - Use Github WIKI feature going with this draft, and then open a page per implementation, and ask for corrections. Leverage Cunninghams' Law.
    (markdown)
- On no response, what do we do?
  - Just list them?
  - Public issue tracker, post issue if we can not reach author.
- Survey(Monkey)?
- GoogleDoc/fill-in
- Interview/ask to fill template.
- Tags: intolerant? Optional? RFC8949 tags only? User defined? Tolerant, no API interaction?
- Floating point: supported, mandatory, optional, half/double support.
- Decode: pull parsers, “SAX”/event parsers, GetNextObject, roll-your-own, DOM
- Allocation: needed, never used, optional.